
Franciscan Father Rediscovers His Roots

Reverend Father Stephen Galambos
O.F.M. is the latest in a series of
priests who have made the

Seminary their final stop on the road to
Tradition. Born in Szeged, Hungary and
raised during the era of Cardinal
Mindszenty, Father remembers his home-
land as agricultural, naturally conservative,
and intensely proud of its Catholic heritage.
Unfortunately, as the Communist tide
swelled over Eastern Europe, brutal oppres-
sion replaced the peaceful Catholic life of
his nation. Along with most of his family,
Father fled the country during the ill-fated
counter-revolution of 1956 and eventually
arrived in California. A few years later,
shortly before the Second Vatican Council,
he entered the seminary but decided to with-
draw before completing his studies. 

Father eventually re-entered the reli-
gious life by joining the Franciscan Order in
1989. “I saw what priests were doing in the
Novus Ordo, and I desired to be a priest so
that I would not do those things.” Ordained
in 1996, he began his priestly apostolate by
serving as an assistant in parishes in the
northeastern United States. 

Father describes his nine years in
Novus Ordo parishes as significant. During
this time, he traced the genesis of his faith-
ful’s misguided spirituality and determined
that it sprang from deformed pastoral care.
“For the past thirty or forty years, the mes-

sage had been ‘Come as you are. You do not
need to change.’ I buried 75 people, and it
was a high percentage that refused the
sacraments even on their deathbed.” Father
saw the reality and gravity of sin obscured
and realized that he must preach penance to
his flock. “This is the agenda...Penance has
been the message and the heritage and the
traditional faith of our Church.” He fre-
quently returned to this theme despite its
obvious lack of popularity both with the
laity and with his own pastors. This mani-
fest incongruity eventually prompted him to
request a year of sabbatical to consider his
priestly path.

Even before his ordination Father had
requested permission from his superiors to
celebrate the Latin Mass once he would be a
priest. Nevertheless, his real journey
towards Tradition did not begin until 2004
when his sabbatical provided him with time
for more reflection and correspondence.
Father contacted a priest whom he respected
for his traditionally-minded writings. This
priest maintained a certain affiliation with
the Fraternity of St. Peter, and through him,
Father Galambos began to move within
increasingly traditionalist circles. 

Shortly afterwards, he met Fr. Paul
Wickens through whom he learned of the
Angelus Press. Father Wickens even
arranged to meet with him in order to teach
him how to celebrate the Tridentine Mass.

In today’s electron-
ic pseudo-culture,
most musical

knowledge comes
from compact discs,
cassette tapes, or mp3
players. Therefore,
while many have
experience in listening
to music, few have
much experience in
making music. This
cultural malady is
especially regretted by

the seminarians who recognize that much of the Church’s prayer
is offered to God in song. In order to help fill this gap in musical
formation, St. Thomas Aquinas Seminary invited Mr. David Lee
Echelard to give a series of vocal training seminars throughout
the month of April. The sessions were held during “Common
Class,” the community’s weekly chant practice. 

Mr. Echelard, who has a Masters of Fine Arts in Early
Music Performance Practice, brought with him years of pro-
fessional experience, not only in vocal technique, but also in
Gregorian Chant. He has toured internationally with the
medieval music group Pomerium Musices and was a member
of the New York Schola Antiqua. Now residing locally in
Winona, he gives private vocal tutoring and teaches
Humanities at Minnesota State College.

Even though the Seminary schedule only allowed for
four seminars, Mr. Echelard covered a broad range of topics.
To give the seminarians a serious linguistic workout, Mr.
Echelard came prepared with a full bag of vocal warm-ups.
Most of these exercises consisted in tongue-twisting conso-
nant-vowel combinations designed to help singers with
their enunciation. So it was that long choruses of “cinna-
mon-aluminum-linoleum” and “rigatoni-ravioli-tortellini-
fettucini-maccaroni” could be heard reverberating through
the lower levels of the Seminary. In addition to these
exercises, Mr. Echelard covered the Do-Re-Mi’s of
breathing method, musical posture, and voice projection.  

Over the course of the month, the seminarians
received a solid foundation upon which to build further
vocal talents. As Mr. Echelard rightly pointed out,
once the seminarian builds the habit of singing proper-
ly, his mind is free to focus on the more important
aspects of chant—namely, the prayer and liturgical
spirit of the piece. 

An Uncommon
Common Class

A disappointed but determined seminarian team pauses for a quick
pose before beginning their intense year-long training program.

Unfortunately, this good priest’s health soon
took its final turn for the worse, and he
passed away without being able to fulfill
this arrangement. But Providence had
already provided for this potential interrup-
tion in Father Galambos’ progress towards
Tradition. Just at this time, he received his
copy of “Priest Where is Thy Mass?—
Mass Where is Thy Priest?” Already famil-
iar with Angelus Press, he sent in the
attached card and promptly received his
Mass kit.

Father explains his attraction for the
traditional liturgy in this way, “The
Eucharist according to the authentic Roman
Rite is the providential, sacred vehicle of
our Faith. It was the Faith—practiced and
preserved—that drew me to the Latin
Mass.” Still, at this time, Father did not
entertain any notion of working with the
Society. He requested and received permis-
sion to visit the seminary of the Fraternity
of St. Peter in Lincoln, Nebraska. He
remained there seven months conversing
frequently and seriously with the professors.
During this time, he also studied the confer-
ence then recently given by Bishop Fellay
in Kansas City, and he finished reading the
biography of Archbishop Lefebvre by
Bishop Tissier de Mallerais. “I began to
be curious and to be interested because I
found that the Society is behind it all. I
investigated the Society while there and
began to discover that my journey is really
towards them.”

The next step in this journey proved the
crucial one. He requested permission from
his spiritual director and from his provincial
to visit Winona “to continue my sabbatical
in observing the life and tradition preserved
by the Society of St. Pius X.” Having

The victorious priests’ team poses with the “Winona Cup” after their win last February.
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The priest meeting, held at the
Seminary each February, is a time
for priests to visit old friends, to

attend various conferences, and to displace
seminarians from their rooms. For many
years, the hockey game held during this
week provided seminarians with an opportu-
nity to get even with the priests who pilfer
their living quarters. However last year, for
the first time, the “Flying Fathers” under the
leadership of Fr. Robert MacPherson finally
overcame the seminarians in a close game,
winning 7-5. This year, the seminarians
trained with tremendous zeal to vindicate
their lost honor, and emotions ran high as
the week approached. 

Fr. MacPherson, showing no pity what-
soever on his students, scored all nine goals
for his team. But with each goal, the semi-
narians, led by Patrick McBride and Rev.

Mr. (now Father) Dominic May, seemed to
immediately pull even. Fr. David Hewko
tightened the priests’ defense during the sec-
ond half and, in the game’s final minutes,
deprived the seminarians of the one shot
they needed. The hard-fought fight ended in
the second victory for the priests in as many
years with a final score of 9-8. 

In the aftermath of their second consec-
utive loss, the seminarians exhibited exem-
plary courtesy. The priests for their part,
manifested their good sportsmanship by
treating the entire Seminary community to
beer at the evening meal. This welcome ges-
ture rendered the outcome of the game not
altogether unsatisfactory for the seminari-
ans, and they will wait patiently for their
next opportunity to wrest the trophy away
from the “Flying Fathers”.

obtained both authorizations, he contacted
the Seminary and arrived on Stockton Hill
in the spring of 2005. Regarding the atmos-
phere of the Seminary, Father comments,
“Here the social reign of Christ is in place.
In the Novus Ordo universe, the individual
is the king.” 

Recently, Father Galambos received
written permission from his Franciscan
superior to work with the Society on a regu-
lar basis. Reflecting back on the recent
events of his life, Father is struck by the
manner in which Providence gradually led
him back to his spiritual roots and, at every
step, arranged circumstances such that he
could act without scruple. Recently, Father
took the opportunity to observe the
Society’s apostolate in Kansas City, St.
Mary’s, St. Louis, and in several mission
parishes. What these visits revealed has only
confirmed him in the path which Providence
led him to discover. “It’s not the Mass. It’s
the Faith. Archbishop Lefebvre saw
that...The Society is what it claims to be.
It is on track.” 



words, actions, and prayers of the
priest. While the Seminary cannot
directly place a profound love of
God into the souls of its priestly
candidates, it can provide the
means. Those means recommended
by St. Pius X include daily mental
prayer and spiritual reading, month-
ly days of recollection, and the
annual retreat. The Seminary
employs all of these and adds spiri-
tual conferences, weekly spiritual
direction, and retreats preceding
each ordination ceremony. Also, lest
the seminarians’ piety become too
individualistic, the Seminary insists
that it rest on a liturgical foundation.
By allowing the petitions, seasons,
and ritual of the Church’s official
prayer to animate their own devotions,
seminarians conform themselves to the
spirit of Christ’s Spouse. 

Finally, if Seminary piety could be
characterized by one word, it would be
sustainability. Archbishop Lefebvre
wisely insisted that the devotions
practiced within the seminary be of
such a nature as to be maintainable in
the active apostolate. Otherwise,
once ordained, the priest must build
his spirituality anew from scratch
precisely at the moment when he
becomes overwhelmed with work and
pastoral anxieties. Hence the daily
spiritual duties of the Society seminar-
ian are identical to that of the Society
priest. Also, the community’s daily
rosary, morning mental prayer, and
recitation of Prime, Sext, and
Compline provide a familiar and sta-
ble structure for the young priest as he
begins life within a priory.

When the priest is rooted firmly
in the truth and animated by a pro-
found devotion, he will be prepared to
direct souls of any century. He in
Whom “there is no shadow of
alteration” will not desert the man
who serves in the light cavalry of
the Church—willing to go anywhere
and do anything. The need of souls is
so dire that a quiet, predictable life as
a simple pastor or scholar which was
the lot of many priests in former times,
is not his. As Evelyn Waugh once
wrote, “He was born into the wrong
age for these gentle ambitions; he must
either be much
more—or much
less.”

time to surrender his projects half-complet-
ed, resign himself to not seeing his plans ful-
filled, and watch his beloved parishioners
placed into the care of another shepherd.
Accepted with generous obedience, this
cross becomes a real source of grace for
Dom Marmion compares obedient priests to
chosen arrows in the quiver of God. “If they
obey supernaturally in the exercise of their
ministry, they will be...instruments of grace
and of victory.”   

A second significant aspect is the intel-
lectual milieu of the modern world. Bias
against the Faith has been a perennial obsta-
cle to the priest’s ministry, but the intellectu-
al blindness of today is more fundamental.
The right of man to believe and to act
according to a subjective standard is so
deeply rooted in societal psychology that
anyone who claims that truth is objective
and exclusive causes a collective uneasiness.
That truth is not subject to preference and
necessitates a certain response is “a hard
saying” for modern ears. In a less acute
form, this uneasiness exists even within tra-
ditional parishes as priests sometimes dis-
cover when preaching about courtship,
entertainment, and Catholic education. 

With so many difficulties awaiting
future priests, how should a seminary pre-
pare men for the combat ahead? Many quali-
ties are required, and the Seminary uses
many methods to transform seminarians
from merely decent men into “other
Christs”. A single article can only describe
this process from a restricted point of view,
but if the two great faculties of man are his
intellect and his will, the two great safe-
guards for the priest and his two great assets
in the apostolate will be doctrine and piety.

“Take heed to thyself and to doctrine.”
The current crisis—the new liturgy,

empty convents, ecumenical gatherings—is
fundamentally the fruit of untrue ideas.
During the 100 years preceding the Second
Vatican Council, the popes warned that dan-
gerous doctrines, left unchecked, would
destroy the common good of both Church
and State. The encyclicals written during this
period form, as
it were, a
Catholic sur-
vival guide for
the wilderness
of modern
confusion.
Study of these
documents
constitutes a
year-long
course in the
Seminary’s
Year of
Spirituality,

and the seminarians also encounter them
regularly within the context of various
other classes. 

But aside from their immediate applica-
tion to contemporary problems, these same
encyclicals reveal the basic illusion that traps
modern society within a cycle of self-
destructive behaviors. Leo XIII, for example
wrote that “Whosoever turns his attention to
the bitter strifes of these days and seeks a
reason for the troubles that vex public and
private life, must come to the conclusion that
a fruitful cause of the evils which now
afflict...us, lies in this: that false conclusions
concerning divine and human things, which
originated in the schools of philosophy, have
crept into all the orders of the State...” This
flawed philosophy asserts that man is inca-
pable of achieving certainty in questions of
religion, morality, and the meaning of life
and that his dignity lies in his “ability to
choose” rather than in the merit of his
choice. Such a system of thought drives a
wedge between man and the truth, between
action and purpose. Sound philosophy
proves that man’s dignity lays precisely in
his ability to grasp the truth—about himself
and about the universe—and to freely strive
for his own perfection, to reach out and
grasp his proper destiny. 

The Seminary therefore places great
importance on scholastic philosophy as the
key to untangling modern minds.
Furthermore, since philosophy is the servant
of theology, scholasticism serves as the great
antidote against Modernism. St. Pius X stat-
ed that modernists fall into error “precisely
because their ignorance of the other
(scholastic philosophy) has left them without
the means of being able to recognize confu-
sion of thought and to refute sophistry.”

“The branch cannot bear fruit of itself…
neither can you unless you abide in Me.”

Unless the seminarian is firmly
anchored in doctrine, he may find himself
adrift with the numerous clerics and reli-
gious who have become untethered from the
rock of truth. But knowledge is not enough
to save souls, and spiritual writers unani-

mously
declare that
the soul of
any aposto-
late is a
solid interior
life. The
sanctification
of souls is
not a human
work. Only
union with
God confers
divine power
upon the
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Forming Priests for the 21st Century
This summer marks the

100th issue of the VER-
BUM, the publication of

a Seminary designed to form
the “priests of all time” for
times which are perhaps like no
other. This issue seems an
appropriate occasion to explore

what the future holds for
young priests as they cross
the threshold of the
Seminary into the world
beyond. What challenges
will they face that their fore-
runners, ordained in more
typical times, did not face?
How has the Seminary
equipped them to overcome
those challenges?

The Modern Apostolate
The unfortunate state of

society today is not news to any-
one. Nor does it seem worthwhile
to include here another laundry
list of modern woes. After all,
the world has never been the
friend of the Church or of the
priest of whose ministry, never-
theless, it always stands in such
need. But there are still some
aspects of the “vineyard” of
today which are so unique that
they seem to demand mention. 

Perhaps the most striking
aspect is the volume and
unpredictability of the work
which awaits a man who tries
to live his priesthood to the
fullest. The SSPX priest may
be called to act as construction

supervisor, school
principal, webmaster,
missionary, adminis-
trator, writer, account-
ant, retreat master—
all within the space of
a few years. Re-
assignments are fre-
quent and often inter-

national, but these
changes are inevitable
since the pool of priests is
so small. Those with par-
ticular skills are moved as
need for those skills aris-
es in new locations, and
younger priests are shift-
ed to more challenging
posts as they gain expe-
rience. Still, these re-
assignments put a
priest’s purity of inten-
tion to a severe test. He
must be ready at any
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Looking back upon his life, no
sane man can deny the impor-
tant role played by Divine

Providence. Considering in retrospect
the trials undergone, he sees plainly
that those difficulties were just another
blessing from the beneficent hand of
his Almighty Father. Almost certainly, with-
out those once bitter disappointments, he
would have tread perilous paths rather than
the straight road ascending towards his
Father’s House. But when the trial is before,
and not behind him, it is not easy to thank
God for His interventions. One must simply
believe in His loving care and bow the head
in acquiescence. Fr. Stephen Arabadjis has
come to learn this from experience.

Born in Brooklyn, New York, Fr.
Arabadjis learned the importance of piety at
an early age from his mother, a devout con-

for several frustrating delays. A Society
priest advised Fr. Arabadjis to attend college
for one year and only then to discuss the
matter with Bishop Williamson, then the
Seminary’s Rector. After completing this
year, Fr. Arabadjis met with the bishop who
suggested another six months of college and
then a term of residence at St. Ignatius
Retreat House in Ridgefield, Connecticut.
When he finally arrived in Winona, Fr.
Arabadjis was thrilled to begin his formation
in earnest. But then he learned that the
Seminary had just instituted the Humanities
program, a new year of studies as a prelimi-
nary preparation for some applicants. With
some disappointment, he realized that his
priestly objective was postponed by yet
another year.

Now Father is thankful for these delays
which once seemed so frustrating. The extra
time and efforts matured him and disposed
him better for the deeper formation he was
to receive in the six successive years of
priestly training. He is especially grateful to
our Blessed Mother for the graces that she
has obtained for him. Without her maternal
assistance, he realizes that he never would
have come to the point of celebrating his
First Mass. 

Among the many important lessons he
learned during his time at the Seminary,
Father believes the most important is that it
belongs to God to work things out through
contradictions in order to show forth His
power—as Our Lord conquered on the
Cross. “This is important for seminarians to
realize because setbacks are God’s way of
establishing our vocations more firmly. So
let no one grow faint-hearted.”

Often, when Our Lord summons
a man to His priesthood, He
calls in stages, slowly and gen-

tly revealing how great a commitment
He seeks from a soul. Such was the
case with Fr.
Robinson. Growing
up in Louisville,
Kentucky, he never
seriously consid-
ered a vocation.
Although raised a
traditional Catholic,
many in his social
circle were interest-
ed in worldly pur-
suits, and inasmuch
as Father admired
them, he wished to
imitate them. But
Father states that
God and Our Lady
intervened on many
key occasions to
make certain that this desire did not lead
him away from the Faith and from his
future vocation.

When he was 17, Father made an
Ignatian retreat, to which he ascribes the
grace to consider life more seriously.

Nevertheless, he still did not entertain the
idea of serving God as a priest. He chose to
go to college and pursue a degree in engi-
neering. But even this step, which seemed to
lead away from the sanctuary, figured into
God’s gradual invitation. “The nearest tradi-
tional chapel was within walking distance of
my university; I began attending or serving
Mass each morning before classes.” 

These five years characterized by fre-
quent Mass attendance built upon the graces
of his first retreat, but Fr. Robinson’s goals
remained secular. He earned his degrees,
obtained a well-paying job, purchased his
first home, and prepared to begin a family.
Nevertheless, within a short time, he began
to be dissatisfied with what had become a
successful but unfulfilling life. He under-
went a certain distress of soul which caused
him to look inwardly and to question seri-
ously what God wanted him to do.

Finally, after much prayer and the urg-
ing of a priest, Father decided to apply to the
Seminary and test his vocation. Although
many seminarians remain unsure about their

path for some time, Father states that once
through the Seminary’s doors, his doubts
about his vocation ceased. Although his
understanding of the priesthood and the sac-
rifices it entails steadily increased during his
six-year formation, he never questioned his
decision to offer himself to God.

In fact, Fr. Robinson emphasizes that,
despite all the difficulties and trials which
accompany a seminary formation, seminari-
ans receive far more than they give. “I can
never repay God enough for even one year
spent at the Seminary. The vast majority of
souls today are never taught the doctrinal
and moral truths which Our Lord Jesus
Christ has revealed to men. It is really a pro-
found grace to be called to the priesthood
and to be formed for six years according to
the true and unchanging Catholic principles.
Only the truth saves souls.” 

Fr. Robinson will trust himself to these
principles as he enters upon the demanding
life of a priest. “A priest today must sanctify
the souls entrusted to him in the midst of a
world that is completely hostile to his mis-
sion.” Nevertheless, Our Lord has promised
to “draw all things to Himself,” and Father is
confident that just as God waited patiently
for him, so Our Lord will assist His priests
to extend His loving invitation to other
souls. For such is the mission of the priest as
the Apostle says, “I will gladly spend and be
spent for your souls.” 

During his years as the Seminary, Fr.
Robinson assisted with the publication of the
VERBUM in a variety of roles. The current
staff would like to thank him for his many
contributions and assure him of our prayers
as he begins his priestly apostolate.

“No man takes
unto himself the

honor of the
priesthood, but
only he who is
called by God.”

Hebrews 5:4

“The doctrine of the
cross is foolishness
to those who perish,
but to those who are

saved...it is the
power of God.”

I Corinthians 1:18

Fr. Robinson,
assisted by his

brother, bestows his
first blessing upon

his mother.

The crowd at ordinations swarms around
the Seminary chapel immediately after

the official group photo.

“Today we receive from the Sacred      Heart another pledge, another demonstration
of His mercy...We could say today            Our Lord gives us visible hearts...these priests.”

vert from Judaism who prayed the rosary
and attended Mass daily. When Father was
eleven years old, a blaze destroyed the fami-
ly residence. The fire necessitated a move to
the borough of Queens. “Then at around six-
teen, God started to separate me from the
world by a strong desire to read the
Scriptures. With this separation came also
the desire to say Mass and hence a desire for
the priesthood.” Shortly after this desire took
root, the move to Queens showed its provi-
dential character when Fr. Arabadjis
renewed contact with his godfather Mr.
Thomas Kearns who lived nearby. Mr.
Kearns introduced him to the Indult Mass.
Through this experience he gradually
learned of the Society and eventually began
to attend Mass at the Society’s chapel.

As someone inclined to direct and
prompt action, Father recalls, “At this point I
wanted to become a priest...and to become
one as soon as possible.” But God first asked

Assisted by Br. René, Fr. Arabadjis
blesses his mother.



God’s designs vary from soul to soul.
Nevertheless, whether His demands
be light or heavy, He always expects

diligent collaboration from His servants. The
story of Father Stafki’s vocation illustrates
the importance of conscientious effort, gen-
erosity, and giving God the opportunity to
reveal His designs in full. 

Father Mark Stafki, the second of nine
children, grew up in Oak Grove, Minnesota.
His parents became dissatisfied with their
Novus Ordo parish and eventually discov-
ered the Society’s parish and school in St.
Paul. Like many boys, Father wanted to
become a priest when he was quite young.
Also, like many boys, he admits that this
desire faded with the advent of high school.
He spent his tenth grade at St. Joseph’s
Academy in Armada, Michigan, and daily
Mass during this year began to gently pull
him back towards the altar. Nevertheless, in
retrospect, Father realizes that he spent his
junior and senior years trying to keep out of
earshot of God’s call.  

At this period, his parents’ expectations
of excellence played their decisive role in his
future life. “My dad always taught me to
strive for perfection in everything: sports,
studies, work...His philosophy was that if
you have time to redo it, you have time to do
it right the first time.” This ideal of “doing it
right the first time” also manifested itself in
the family tradition of making a post-gradua-
tion retreat. Father Stafki bluntly admits that
he was not enthusiastic about the prospect. “I
love working with my hands and my life was
pretty much planned out...I really did not
want to go because I was afraid of what I
might find out.”

But the habit of not settling for a less-
than-perfect effort eventually won out, and

deliberate effort to give proper attention
to academics. He particularly enjoyed
the more abstract classes such as
Metaphysics and Dogma I. His fellow
seminarians remember frequently meet-
ing him en route to classroom or library
barely visible behind his stack of books. 

After completing his studies, Father
spent the last year of his formation working
at Holy Family School in Quebec, Canada.
Besides learning a new language (“more or

less”) and gaining
other practical ben-
efits, Fr. Stafki says
this year in the
apostolate taught
him how big the
battle for souls
truly is. “The world
is very strong. Its

temptations and principles strike even in the
midst of our own faithful.” Father empha-
sizes that an effective antidote to these influ-
ences is simply to do one’s best in every-
thing. “That kind of philosophy breaks
through the mediocrity of the world and dis-
poses souls toward the generosity necessary
for salvation and ultimately for sanctity.” 

As he begins his priestly ministry,
Father requests prayers not only for himself,
but also for his younger brother who will
begin his Year of Spirituality next fall.

There is nothing natural about walk-
ing away from secular life and
entering a seminary to discover

whether God is calling you to serve Him
more perfectly. Man’s natural inclinations,
even the most legitimate, tend to attract him
towards achievement and happiness within
the temporal order. Only grace is able to
redirect a man’s path towards a goal which
transcends the natural order. Fr. May
emphasizes the almost tangible reality of
grace and the striking role which it plays in
men’s lives. 

Blessed with the true faith and the true
Mass from his childhood, Father grew up
on a family farm in the Canadian cattle
ranch country north of Calgary, Alberta. He
attended a small public school through the
11th grade but transferred to St. Mary’s
Academy for his senior year. Father had
occasionally to defend his Faith against
teachers and textbooks while growing up,
but once in St. Mary’s, he discovered
through conversations with his classmates
that he had inadvertently absorbed many
liberal opinions. Father credits those con-
versations and friendships with correcting
his thinking on several points. 

Following his graduation from St.
Mary’s, Fr. May returned to Alberta and
worked for one year as a plumber and then
for another year on a ranch near his home.
During these two years, he admits, “I was
simply trying to avoid what I knew deep
down that I really needed to do. The call of
God had been apparent to me for some
time, and it proved a real a burden so long
as I tried to ignore it.” When he finally
found himself driving to Winona to enter
the seminary, Father recalls that his soul
was in a state of peace such as he had never

known before. Although he still had many
challenges to face in the years which fol-
lowed, Fr. May says that from the begin-
ning of his seminary
training he never really
had any doubts about
his vocation.

Fr. May was a
member of the semi-
nary class which inau-
gurated the newly
implemented
Humanities Year, and
he recalls that this was
“a year of many graces
of formation.” Bishop
Williamson introduced
him to the order behind
well-constructed music and “in general, to
truth, goodness, and beauty on the natural
level.” Father explains that developing a
taste and appreciation for order is necessary
to dispose a soul so that grace can take hold
and incarnate itself. “The Seminary is one

grand instrument of grace. All the dif-
ferent aspects of seminary life are
means of grace: the time spent at Mass
and at prayer, classes, community life,
spiritual conferences—everything
implied in the   word ‘formation’.” 

Now that, after seven years of for-
mation, the time has come for him to be an
instrument of grace himself, Father insists
that a priest cannot rely on his own natural

powers alone.
“Grace is the
real strength of
the priest. Just
to realize that
is itself a grace
for which I am
very grateful.”
Father points
out that no
matter where
God calls us,
both His cross
and His aid will
always meet us

there. As for those who wonder whether
they have a vocation but are uneasy about
exploring it, Father mentions the words
spoken by Our Lord to St. Andrew and St.
John. “Don’t be afraid to ‘come and see’.” 

– Bishop Fellay, Ordination Sermon

“Do manfully,
let thy heart take
courage, and wait

for the Lord.”

Psalm 26:14

Fr. May poses with his parents during the
ordinands’ cookout on Saturday afternoon.

Bishop Fellay flanked by the Seminary
Rector Fr. Yves le Roux (right) and

Vice Rector Fr. Joseph Dreher (left).

Heart another pledge, another demonstration
 Our Lord gives us visible hearts...these priests.”

“Trust perfectly in
the grace which is
offered you in the

revelation of
Jesus Christ.”

I Peter 1:13

Father registered for a summer retreat at the
nearest retreat center—the Seminary. It was
only towards the end of the retreat that he
gave any
thought to the
priesthood. He
stopped in to
speak to a priest
(who would one
day become his
spiritual direc-
tor at the
Seminary) and discussed the thoughts that
were coming to him. The priest simply men-
tioned, “Well, you can give God first dibs,
and if it’s not for you, at least you have been
generous.” Sleep proved difficult that
evening but by the following afternoon, the
matter seemed quite clear. 

Reflecting on his years of formation,
Father remarks that the most difficult aspect
was learning to balance his time between
studies and departmental duties. His role as
head of the MC Department placed many
demands upon him, and Father had to make a


